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A Plush Home At Asset Luminaire
Asset Luminaire 5A is a plush upmarket apartment located right in the heart of Kochi city. In the
home owners own words the interiors of the unit have been done carefully and in detail according
to their requirements and choices transforming the space into a cosy abode.

Living Room
The living room’s stand out feature is the exquisitely designed cinnamon colored beautiful TV unit
along with the display shelves and storage drawers. The magnificent unit covers almost an entire
wall of the living space. The wall behind the unit is designed in burnt orange color to blend seamlessly.

Dining Area and Kitchen

The dining area is strategically overlooking the balcony, a side table and overhead shelves are
provided to store all the necessary cutlery accessories etc.The kitchen of the apartment is
designed keeping in view the functionality , overhead as well as under the counter top modular storage spaces are provided including a space for washing machine.

Bedrooms

The bedrooms are designed aesthetically as per the requirements of the home owners. Each bed
has been provided with bed storage . The master bedroom has a full length mirror and wardrobes
next to the bed. The second bedroom has a pleasing pink color theme.

CLIENT SPEAKS

Ms.Sasikaladevi Nambiar Prabharkaran and Prabhakaran Nambiar,
Proud owners of Asset Luminaire 5A

We, Mrs. SASIKALADEVI NAMBIAR PRABHAKARAN & PRABHAKARAN NAMBIAR were in search of an Apartment in
Ernakulam. Our desire to own an Apartment after a long search brought us finally to ASSET LUMINAIRE,
KADAVANTHRA which is located almost in the heart of the city with posh neighbourhood. We bought our
Apartment on the fifth floor that full fills our requirements as desired.Once we decided to buy Apartment 5A,
we contracted ASSET INTERIORS for the interior works, Bedroom cots & wardrobes, Living Room TV unit, Dining
room crockery shelf, Modular Kitchen with all high quality accessories, work area additional work space and
mosquitoes nets, etc. The materials and color of laminations were of our choice which were fulfilled to our
satisfaction. The workmanship was highly professional using all world class materials.Our requirements were
fully understood and valued by the interior staff namely to appreciate Mr. Thambi P Bose, Mr. Liju Varghese,
Mrs.Sukanya, Mr.Amal and Ms.Silvana Hussain and few more. They know what we need and done to our entire
satisfaction even during the pandemic restricting the time frame of completion. We are fully satisfied with
the Apartment 5A at ASSET LUMINAIRE and the job done very professionally by ASSET INTERIORS.”
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